with N-Martin's topology over $\underline{R}$ with D. S. (Dirichlet $separative^{4)}$ ) topology and suppose $\underline{R}+\underline{B}$ is compact with respect to the topology on R. If $R$ is a covering surface of almost finitely sheeted: $w=f(z),$ $z\in R$ and $w\in\underline{R}$ . Then $M(p)$ is defined in $B$ except an $F_{\sigma}$ set of capacitly zero and $S=E[p\in B_{1}^{N}$ : diameter of $M(p)>0$] is a $G_{\delta\sigma}$ set of inner capacity zero, where $B_{1}^{N}$ is the set of N-minimal boundary points of $R$ . This is an extension of Beurling's theorem5). Let $w=f\cdot(z)$ be an analytic function in $|z|<1$ and let $R$ be the Riemann surface, generated by $w=f(z)$ over the w-sphere $K$ . Let a be any point of $K$ and $R_{r}$ be the part of $R$ , which lies over a disc $C_{r}(a)$ of radius $r$ with a as its centre and $A(r)$ be the sepherical area of $R_{r}$ . If Suppose the spherical area of the covering surface generated by $w=f(z)$ is finite. Let $a$ be an ordinary value of $f(z)$ in Beurl-$ing' s$ sense. Then the set $E$ of $e^{i\theta}$ such that $\lim_{\rightarrow 1}f(re^{i\theta})=a$ is a set of capacity zero.
M. Tsuji6) proved the above theorem under the condition that $f(z)$ takes three values $\alpha,$ $\beta,$ $\gamma$ only a finite number of times in $|z|<1$ instead of the condition that the spherical area of the image is finite.
The purpose of the present paper is to extend Theorem 2 to Riemann surfaces and to study the correspondence of boundaries of Riemann surfaces. 1). Properties of domains7) containing $p\in B_{1}^{N}J^{t}\cdot approximatelv$ .
We shall study the properties of a domain $G^{N}\ni p:p\in B_{1}^{N},some$ of which are useful in the following. We proved the following Math., 72 (1940) 6) See 5) also M. TSUJI: Beurling's theorem on exceptional sets. Tohoku Math. Journ., 2 (1950) . 7) In the present paper we suppose for any domain $G$ in Riemann surfaces $R$ that $ac$ consists of at most enumerably infinite number of analytic curves clustering nowhere in $R$ . Since min $(M, N(z,p) )=M\omega(V_{M}(p), z))and\int_{\partial V_{M}(p)}\frac{\partial}{\partial n}N(z,p)ds=2\pi$ for almost $M<M^{*},$ $d$ ) means that the system $\{V_{M_{i}}(p)\}(M_{1}<M_{2}<M_{3}\cdots)$ is almost equivalent to the neighbourhood system $\{v_{n}(p)\}$ . By c) we know $\{G_{\tau}\}$ : $G.\ni pN$ is finer than $\{v_{n}(p)\}$ . We shall prove the following theorem to show that $G$ has the similar properties as $\{v_{n}(p)\}$ .
Theorem 3. Suppose $G^{N}\ni p:p\in B_{1}^{N}$ . Then 1). $p(_{ce}N(z,p))=\lim_{n=\infty}v_{\mathcal{R}}(p)(coN(z,p))=0$ for $p\in B_{1}^{N}-B_{S}^{N}$ .
9) See p. 42 of P. and see 2).
2). $p\cap CGN(z,p)=\lim_{n}v_{n} (p) 
Then $ a_{1}\geqq a_{2}\cdots$ and
Proof of 2). Case 1. $p\in B_{1}^{N}-B_{S}^{N}$ . In this case
(1) Case 2. $p\in B_{8}^{N}$ in this case it was proved that $\omega(p\cap CG, z)=0^{12)}$ . Whence
by $\omega(p, z)\leqq 1$ and $N(z,p)=a\omega(p, z)$ , where $a=2\pi/\int_{\partial R_{0}}\frac{\partial}{\partial n}\omega(p, z)ds$ . We shall 10) p. 32 of $P$ (see 2)). 11) We can prove $D(\min(N, U^{*}(z))\leqq D(\min(M, N(z,p))\leqq 2rM$ . Then by p. 23 of $PU(z)$ is superharmonic. 12) Z. KURAMOCHI: Singular point of Riemann surfaces. Journ. Fac. Sci. Hokkaido Univ., XVI (1962) and see p. 97 of the above paper.
prove the latter part of 2). $p\cap CGN(z,p)+_{p\cap G}N(z,p)\geqq_{p}N(z,p)$ . Hence by (1) and (1) we have $p\cap CGN(z,p)=0$ and $GN(z,p)\geqq pOGN(z,p)\geqq_{p}N(z,p)=N(z,p)$ .
Proof of 3). Case 1. $p\in B_{1}^{N}-B_{S}^{N}$ . Put $S(z)=\lim_{M=\infty}CG\cap V_{M}(p)N(z,p)$ . As-
Case 2. $p\in B_{s}^{N}$ . In this case it was proved13) that $\lim_{M\rightarrow 1}\omega (V_{M}(p) 
. We consider the domain 
As a special case we have (N(z,p) )=0$ by $\omega(p, z)=0$ and by 2) of Theorem 3. On the other hand,
Proof
where
Because $\lim_{\rightarrow 0}\omega(p\cap\overline{V}_{1-}., z)$ has mass only at $p$ and
Proof of 1). c). Case 1. 
for any given $R_{l}$ ( $R_{l}$ is an exhaustion of $R$ ) and
$where\Rightarrow means$ convergence in mean. Hence there exists a number $n_{1}(m)$ such that (2) and (3) $|U_{l,m,n}(z)-N(z,p)|<2\epsilon$ on $\partial(R_{l}\cap CG)$ for $n>n_{1}(m)$ and $n>m$ . (4) On the other hand, let $U_{l,m,n}^{\prime}(z)$ be a harmonic function in $R_{n}-(R_{l}\cap CG)$ such
where $\lim_{n}^{*}U_{l,m,n}(z)$ means a limit by a converging subsequence of $\{U_{l,m.n}(z)\}$ .
Hence there exists a number $n_{l}>n_{1}$ such that
On the other hand, (8) and
Similarly let $ m\rightarrow\infty$ and then $ l\rightarrow\infty$ and then $\epsilon\rightarrow 0$ and then $\mathfrak{G}\rightarrow(G-V_{u}^{\prime}(p))$ . Then
Case 2. $p\in B_{s}^{N}$ . In this case it is evident that $ D(\omega(P, z))<\infty$ and $D(ce\omega(p$ , $ z))<\infty$ and we have at once $ D(\omega(p, z)-C\Theta\omega(p, z))<\infty$ .
Proof of 2). a). Let
and by the maximum principle*1a)
Next similarly we have
and $N^{\prime}(z,p)\geqq G^{\prime}*N^{\prime}(z,p)$ . Thus
Proof of 2). b). By 1). a) and 1
We show
Assume
Hence $\sup_{\epsilon}\omega^{\prime}(p, z)\geqq M^{**}$ and $\omega^{\prime}(p,z)>cr_{u^{(p)}}^{\prime}*\omega^{\prime}(p,z)(\leqq M)$ , Hence by (10) and by $ce+CV_{M}^{\prime}(p)(ce\omega(p, z))=_{CG}\omega(p, z)$ we have
This is a contradiction. Hence
2. On capacitary potentials. Let $\{G_{n}\}(n=1,2,3, \cdots)$ be a decreasing
and let $\Gamma$ be a compact arc on
we denote $\omega_{n,n+i}^{G}(z)$ by $\omega_{n,n+i}(z)$ . Then $ D(\omega_{n,n+i}(z))<M<\infty$ for any and . Now $CG_{n_{0}}$ and $G_{n_{0}+i_{0}}$ are Dirichlet-disjoint, whence there exists
)<\infty$ and $\lim_{\rightarrow 0}\omega(\backslash V_{1-}\backslash \cdot\cap CG_{n_{0}}, z, G-G_{n_{0}+i_{0}})$ exists. By 15) If $Uz$ has partial derivatives almost everywhere, we call $U(z)$ a $C_{1}$ -function.
is called a regular niveau curvei6). Now $\omega(\{G_{n}\}, z, G)$ is a harmonic function in $G-G_{n_{0}+i_{\psi}}$ having M. D. I. over $G-G_{n_{0}+i_{0}}$ among all functions with the same value on $\partial G+\partial G_{n_{0}+i_{0}}$
, where
. Then by Green's formula By $\omega(z)\leqq\omega(\{G_{n}\}, z, G)$ we have
On the other hand, $C_{\delta}\subset G,$ $\omega(\{G_{n}\}, z, G)<1$ in $G$ and there exists a number 
Take $\epsilon<\frac{\epsilon_{0}}{2}$ . Then (11) will be a contradiction. Hence $\omega(z)=\lim_{\rightarrow 0}\omega(V_{1-*}\cap CG_{n_{0}}, z, G-G_{n_{0}+i_{0}})=0$ .
Also by the Dirichlet principle we have $\lim_{\rightarrow 0}\omega(V_{1-:}\cap CG, z, G)=0$ .
Proof of 2). Assume $\varlimsup_{r' 1}\int_{n_{0}ca\cap\partial V_{r}}\frac{\partial}{\partial n}\omega(\{G_{n}\}, z, G)ds>\delta>0$ . Then by 
Proo of 3). By $v_{n}(p)\cap\Delta(p)=\backslash (v_{n}(p)\cap\Delta(p)\cap CG)+(v_{n}(p)\cap\Delta(p)\cap G)$ and by
$\lim_{n}v_{n}(p)\cap CGN(z,p)=_{p\cap co}N(z,p)=0$ by Theorem 3). 2) we have
Let $R$ be a disc: $|z|<1$ and of $R$ . Hence we can suppose $ U_{i}(z)<1+\epsilon$ on $R_{m(n())}$ , whence $(1+\epsilon)\omega(F_{n}\cap R_{m(n())}, z)\geqq U_{i}(z)$ on $R_{m(n())}$ . Hence by (12) and (13) Let $R$ be a covering surface over $\underline{R}$ . We suppose $R$ is a surface with positive boundary and N-Martin's topology is defined on $R+B=\overline{R}(N(z,p)$ is defined in $R-R_{0}$ ) and suppose that $\underline{R}+\underline{B}(\underline{B}$ is the boundary of $\underline{R}$ and $\underline{R}$ is of with null or positive boundary) is compact with respect to the topology defined by a metric in $\underline{R}$ . Let $\mathfrak{F}$ be a closed set in $\underline{R}+\underline{B}$ and let $\underline{D}$ be a compact' disc in $\underline{R}$ such that dist $(\mathfrak{F},\underline{D})>0$ . We define the capacity . If for any given $n$ , there exists a number $i(n)$ such that $\mathfrak{F}_{n}$ and $c\mathfrak{F}_{n+i}$ are Dirichlet-disjoint, we call $\mathfrak{F}$ a D-regularly closed set. Of course, if $\mathfrak{F}$ is a compact set in $\underline{R}$ , we can construct a domains D. and $D_{2}$ such that $D_{2}\subset D_{1},$ $D_{2}\supset \mathfrak{F}_{n+i},$ $D\subset \mathfrak{F}_{n},$ $dist(\partial D_{1}, \partial D_{2})>0$ , $\partial D_{i}(i=1,2)$ is composed of a finite number of analytic curves and there exists a harmonic function in
Cluster sets at $p\in B_{1}^{N}$ . Let $w=f(z)$ be an analytic function: $z\in R,$ $w\in\underline{R}$ .
where $G_{r}$ runs over all domains G.
19) Z. KURAMOCHI: Correspondence of of sets on the boundaries of Riemann surfaces.
Proc. Japan Acad., 36 (1960 2). Suppose $M(f(p))\in \mathfrak{F}$ . Then $f^{-1}(\mathfrak{F}_{n})\ni pN$ for any $n$ .
In fact, clearly $\Delta f(p)$ is closed and non void. For any given number $n$ there exists a number $m$ such that
Since $\underline{R}+\underline{B}$ is a metric space and separable, we can find a sequence 
Let $ m\rightarrow\infty$ . Then by (15) and (16) $D(\omega(f^{-1}(\mathfrak{F}_{m}), z,f^{-1}(\mathfrak{F}_{n^{\prime\prime}}))\downarrow 0$ as $ m\rightarrow\infty$ .
On the other hand, by the Dirichlet principle and by (14) 
But
$\omega(G_{n}, z, G^{\prime}, \Gamma_{z})\geqq\omega(G_{n}\cap F, z, G^{\prime}, \Gamma_{z})$ . This contradicts (20) . Thus $A$ is a set of capacity zero.
Similarly as (1) we can prove the following Theorem 7). 3). Suppose $ n(w)\leqq M<\infty$ outside of a compact set $\underline{D}$ of $\underline{R}$ . Remark. The assumption of 1) on $\mathfrak{F}$ is stronger than that of 2) but the assumption of 1) on the cluster set at $p$ is weaker than that of 2). The assumption of 3) on the cluster set is that of 1) but the assumption of 3) on $n(w)$ is strongest.
We shall consider an extension of Beurling's theorem. Let $\mathfrak{F}$ be a compact set in $\underline{R}$ and suppose $\mathfrak{F}$ is contained in a local parameter disc We shall show that $G_{i}$ and $CG_{i+j}$ : $G_{i+j}=f^{-1}(\mathfrak{F}_{i+j})\cap G$ are Dirichletdisjoint. In fact, dist $(\partial \mathfrak{F}_{i}, \partial \mathfrak{F}_{i+j})>0$ and $\partial \mathfrak{F}_{i}$ and $\partial \mathfrak{F}_{i+j}$ are compact. We can construct compact domains $\Omega_{1}$ and $\Omega_{2}$ such that $\mathfrak{F}_{i}\supset\Omega_{1}\supset\Omega_{2}\supset \mathfrak{F}_{i+j}$ , dist $(\partial\Omega_{1}, \partial\Omega_{2})>0$ and $\partial\Omega_{i}(i=1,2)$ is composed of a finite number of components of which each one is consists of only one analytic curve. Hence we can define a Let $r_{i}\rightarrow 0$ and then $\epsilon\rightarrow 0$ . Then (26) contradicts (23) . Hence $A$ is a set of capacity zero.
As an application of Theorem 9 we shall prove Theorem 10. Suppose $R$ is a $cove\gamma ing$ surface almost finitely sheeted over $\underline{R}$ and $\underline{R}=\underline{R}+\underline{B}$ is compact. Then the set $A$ of point $p\in B_{1}^{N}$ such
